Roof and Variaya pmved the existence of codes that can communicate reliably over any linear Gaussian channel for which rhe mutual information exceeds the infomation rare of the code. In this paper we demonstrate rhar pmperly designed Low-Densip Parip-Check (LDPC) codes are such codes and that their performance lies in close pmximity ro rhe Root and Variaya capacity for rhe linear Gaussian vecror channels (a.k.a. space-time channels). We also demonstrate rhe robustness of the codes on the panial-band jamming channel and in fasr Rayleigh fading.
However, these codes were too short for the sphere packing bound to approach Shannon capacity, and the computational resources for longer random codes were decades away from being broadly accessible. 
bipartite graphs under a wide range of channel realizations.
A channel Occurs when the actual channel is unknown to both transmitter and receiver but belongs to a set of possible channels known to both. and VaraiYa's compound channel theorem 111 applied to the linear Gaussian
In this paper we demonstrate that LDPC codes are universal of matrix channels by showing that hit-multiplexed condimension e~~~~~ mutual infomation Derformance a LDPC coding on the M~M O channel yields stant vector channel, Yk = H k X k + nk nk -N(o, Nor"), (1) indicates that for a given rate R and input distribution there exists a single code that can achieve reliable information transmission at rate R o n every channel H for which the input distribution induces a mutual information (MI) higher than R.
The immemate implication of this result is that good error performance on one particular channel does not have to come at the expense of significant performance degradation on others. Codes that have consistently good proximity to capacity (to the extent their blocklength and decoding complexity permit) over a class of channels will he referred to as universal codes in this paper. Since the linear Gaussian vector channels are commonly called space-time channels today, we refer to such codes as universal space-time codes.
The capacity promise of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems in.rich scattering environments [2] makes the existence and use of universal codes of practical interest. In Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes were proposed by
Gallager in the early 1960s [7] . N I , but is independent of p . Bit energy to interference ratio, EaINI is the most common measure of performance on this channel. Perfect channel state information has been assumed for the LDPC results that will be presented. This implies that very low values of E~I N I tend to make jammed channels look like erasures as the log-likelihwd ratios computed from channel observations are inversely scaled by the noise vahnce in a given subchannel. On the other hand. as p is increased to unity (all subchannels are jammed), the channel begins to appear much like a standard AWGN channel. Fig. 1 provides simulation results for two rate 113 LDPC codes. Both are realized from the degree sequence of the (1,O) optimized code desnbed in Section 111. The first code has length 4096 and the second length 15000. For sake of comparison with another coding technique, the performance of a length 4096 turbo product code with comparable rate [I21 is also provided An important parameter for code performance on the partial-band jamming channel is the so-called dwell interval. This quantity describes the number of successive code symbols that will be transmitted on a given sub-channel before the modulation is hopped to another sub-channel. For sake of comparison with results in [I21 we have fixed the dwell interval to 32 for the length 4096 code and to 30 for the length 15000 code. We have also made the assumption that channels are 'framed' around single code words. This implies that for the length 4096 code there are 128 subchannels and rp1281 of these will be jammed. There are 500 subchannels per frame for the length 15000 code. The distribution of jammed subchannels is realized uniformly and independently from one codeword transmission to the next. This technique is meant to yield an 'ergodic' jamming result for a given code across a parameterization of p and EbJN..
Mutual information (MI) computations for the partial-band jamming channel are also included in Fig. 1 . To compute these measures consider the MI level in panial band jamming, (2) where S N R J defines the symbol signal to noise ratio in the jammed subchannels and S N R N J defines the symbol signal to noise ratios in the non-jammed subchannels. In the case of Gaussian signaling, f(.) = log,(.), and for the BPSK constrained case f(.) is evaulated via numerical integration. In the partial-band jamming simulations performed for this paper, S N R N~ is held fixed at a level which corresponds to EkIN,, = ZOdB. In the unconstrained case the tern log, (1 + S N R N J ) is therefore a constant (7) which can be determined via solution to the equation
.96 bits. In the BPSK constrained case M I B~~K ( S N R N J ) saturates to q = 1 bit at this high SNR.
We are interested in values of (p. S N R J ) that yield constant levels of mutual information. We therefore fix the MI to some constant level, say 113 of a bit. If we also fix p , it is possible to uniquely determine S N R J (analytically for unconstrained and via table lookup for the BPSK constrained case). The resulting S N R J can then be converted to E~/ N I via the following relations, A large descrepancy can be observed between the BPSK constrained and Gaussian signaling mutual information curves in Fig. I . This is due primarily to the fact that the non-jammed subchannels provide far more mutual information (9.96 bits) than can be provided by BPSK modulation, which in turn implies that with Gaussian signalling just a small fraction of the subchannels need to be non-jammed for the expected mutual information in the channel to reach 113 of a bit. We note that a system that achieves an average spectral efficiency of 113 bits, and that approaches the unconstrained Gaussian capacity, can be achieved by simultaneously increasing modulation cardinality and decreasing code rate. For instance a rate 116 code driving QPSK can be expected to perform better than the rate 1/3 BPSK system.
All of the curves'in Fig. I represent systems with rate that is close to 113 of a bit of mutual information. In order to demonstrate the consistency of the mutual information performance of the two LDPC codes across SNR and p we plot the abscissa in Fig. 2 
Ill. MUTUAL INFORMATION PERFORMANCE OF LDPC CODES ON LINEAR GAUSSIAN VECTOR CHANNELS
In this section we consider the full Gaussain vector channel of (I). We note that mutual information identifies the fundamental information-cartying potential of a channel for a specific input distribution. Thus a universal code should provide performance that is consistent in terms of required excess mutual information. The common way lo plot BER performance is versus channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Since MI on the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is a monotonic (and almost linear) function of SNR in dB, MI,,,, = log,(l+SNR), this representation is essentially equivalent to plotting BER against MI. For a fixed transmission rate R, SNR gap is defined as the difference between the S N R required to achieve the desired BER and the S N R at which the channel capacity in (4) is equal to R bits per channel use. However, when assessing the performance of a code over a variety of linear Gaussian channels, considering SNR performance or SNR gap is pmhlematic because the monotonic relationship between SNR in dB and MI is different for different channel eigenvalue skews. in dB, however the slope depends on the eigenvalue spread (eigenskew) of the channel. In other words, a constant level of excess MI is achieved by differing excess SNR levels (depending on the eigenskew of the channel). The MI available in the channel is the absolute measure for performance, while an excess SNR measure depends both on the MI level and the specific channel realization (eigenskew). In the remainder of this section the performance of two different length-15,000 bit-multiplexed LDPC codes on parameterized 2 x 2 MlMO channels will be described. The first set of channels is described via an explicit sampling of the set of all 2 x 2 channels. Each of these channels is characterized by several parameters, but of greatest importance (as it directly affects capacity) is eigenskew. The point of such an assessment is that 'worst' and 'best' case channels. are easily found due to the absence of channel matrix averaging that occurs in both fast and quasi-static Rayleigh fading experiments. Furthermore, 'flatness' of the excess mutual information measure versus channel skew becomes a design criteria for creating ness. Again, in our terminology, a code is universal if reliable communication (for instance BER = l o r 5 ) occurs at the same small excess mutual information level across all channels. Of course, the absolute SNR required to achieve a given mutual information level on an eigenskew = 0 channel will be different than on an eigenskew = I channel.
Consider a sampling of the continuum of 2 x 2 channels. A simple description of the channel sampling problem is given as follows, 
lo?
Randomly selected edges emanating from variable nodes adhere to the following Gaussian mixture density,
Using this kernel, codes optimized for (1,l) and (I,O) period-2 fading channels were designed and tested across the parameterization of 2 x 2 channels. Both codes have (n. k) = (15000,5000). The code optimized for (1.1) has variable node degree distribution X l,l)(z) = 0.276032 + 0 . 1 1 1 9 5~~ + total bits per channel use (or 4 times the number per real dimension) are shown. The difference between these two level curves corresponds to an excess mutual information of 0.28 bits (or 0.07 bits per real dimension). The adherence of the (1.1) optimized (circles) and (1,O) optimized (squares) codes to the 1.61 bit curve is tightest near eigenskew = 1.0 (the X1 = line in the plot) and is looser at eigenskew = 0.
IV. MI PERFORMANCE IN FAST RAYLEIGH FADING
Fast Rayleigh fading, where the channel matrix is realized independently from one transmission time to the next, does not fit in the Root and Vmiya paradigm where performance is measured across a set of static channels. Nevertheless, this measure is frequently of interest to the community. Therefore, we examine the performance of the previous rate 113 ( I , I ) optimized code and a rate 1/2 (1.1) optimized code each 
I
the real and imaginary additive noise components are independent) this result is expected. The excess mutual information performance per real dimension for increasing dimensionality (2x2,3x3,4x4. etc.) remains essentially constant, aroundO.l bits, indicating the robust and scalable operation of the codes.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has taken a mutual information, rather than a signal-to-noise ratio, approach to measuring code performance over linear Gaussian and partial-band jamming channels. Root and Varaiya showed that 'universal' codes must exist that can communicate reliably on all of the channels in a given set provided that the rate of the code is greater than the smallest mutual information of all channels in the set. Our results show that properly designed LDPCs can be thought of as universnl codes for partial-band jamming, quasi-static fading, and fast Rayleigh fading channels. where x(0 is the eth transmit hypothesis (of ZNtM* total possible hypotheses). Since likelihood ratios are ultimately computed, the quantity p(y) is normalized away and the quantities of interest are p (yIx(') ,H) and p (~('1). The latter is initialized as a uniform distribution, but will be updated via the recursions of the message passing decoder. This leaves the key measure to be extracted from the channel, 
Iterative processing in the above manner approximates an optimal joint detectionldecoding algorithm. If the feedback path to the detector is removed then the operational capacity of the system is given by the sum of the independent bit plane capacities. Ths result is stated in the following theorem. 
where X(b,) calls out the jth bit in the transmit vector X which carries a total of NtM, hits, and X,Y are RVs and H is the given channel matrix. Pmof Consider the decoding scenario where the instantaneous mutual information ent!ring the decoder due to each received vector Yk is given by I, (here we re-introduce time index k),
j=0
NtM.-1 f, = f'>, where i=0 fbi =hb(xk(bj))) -hb(xk(bj)lYr,Hk)).
Observe that f k is the sum of the instantaneous marginalized bit reliability mutual informations. The marginalization step reduces the information entering the decoder at each receive time k from the instantaneous vector-wise joint murual information, I (xk; yklHk), to the sum of the instantaneous bitwisi mutual informations. or f k . Explicitly, f, is defined as (for uniform p(xt(bj)).
To complete the proof, observe that the expectation of the instantaneous mutual information converges to the ergodic mutual information of the sum of the individual bit planes in the limit of infinite sample size n, An exchange in the order of the two outermost summations in (17) left-hand-side and (16) respectively yields this asymptotic result. Hence the average given by (14) is the information available to the closed iterative decoder.
The results generated in this paper for MIMO systems with dimension greater than 1 x 1 have each full graph iteration (messages propagate from variable to constraint nodes and back) followed by a detector update.
n k=O
